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Having been actively involved in the craft movement since 1973, Ruthie Cohen spent the first 10 years working in fiber, creating wall 
hangings, window treatments, and even furniture via off-loom weaving and macramé techniques. Answering a challenge to create 
wearable art "off the wall", she first miniaturized her designs in waxed linen with gemstone beads. Soon after, Ruthie dove into 
metal. Earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and even wedding bands were knotted into shape with sterling silver, gold-filled, and 14 karat 
gold wire. Self-taught, Ruthie's jewelry skills developed as she exhibited her work at renowned craft fairs in Florida, Maryland, 
Washington DC, and New York City, where she accepted challenging commissions from an international clientele.  
 
 Moving to Western North Carolina in 1993 had a profound effect on Ruthie's work. The jewelry designs began to loosen up, they 
flowed more..... even the stone choices seemed more random but yet made sense together. Somehow the freedom of the 
mountains influenced the designs.  Ruthie became intrigued by the spectacular crystal formations found in drusy. She started 
creating pieces with drusy as her focus which appear to be floating, or suspended on fashioned wires of sterling silver or 14 and 18 
karat gold. “I have always had a life-long fascination with color and patterns in light. I remember as a child spending hours studying 
clouds, the flecks and veins of mica in granite, and water flow patterns in streams. My jewelry designs and stone colors are chosen 
with the idea in mind that light in its various levels of color and depth is released from the hidden shadows and dances through 
defiantly."  
 
These days, Ruthie's jewelry designs have become a study of contrast. Metal textures have come into play along with the more three 
dimensional aspect of chasing and repousse. New beginnings and new design paths are opening up. Enjoy your travel down those 
paths to explore Ruthie's vision of wearable art.  Ruthie is a member of the Southern Highland Craft Guild, Piedmont Craftsmen’s 
Guild, Carolina Designer Craftmen’s Guild, Society of American Silversmiths, North Carolina Society of Goldsmiths, Jewelry Artists 
Guild of Asheville, and the Mountain Metalsmiths Association. 

 

Doug Dacey 

 
 
Doug Dacey is a porcelain artist who has been designing and creating unique fine sculptural and functional porcelain for more than 
30 years.  Working in his Green Creek Pottery studio in Columbus, NC, he is inspired by colors and patterns from natural formations. 
 Both form and texture from nature are used in bowls, vases, platters, covered jars and teapots, as well as in his more elaborate 
sculpted pieces.  He thinks of his work as an art form that can be incorporated into the daily flow of life.  The joy that using a 
handmade piece of pottery brings into a person’s life has been his main reason for making pottery.  Doug is a member of the 
Piedmont Craftsmen, the Southern Highland Craft Guild and the Carolina Craftsmen Guild.   

 


